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Introduction
Launchpad is a tool that links communities together and makes them more productive. It gives you a
window into the activity of each of those communities and allows you to connect with them and collaborate
with them easily.
You can host your entire project on Launchpad, using it as a bug tracker, revision control repository and so
on. Or you can just register your project in Launchpad, then link it to your existing hosting system and
applications such as your bug tracker. Either way, Launchpad makes it easier to collaborate with other
projects.
This Feature Guide will take you through a tour of some of the more interesting features in Launchpad. It's
not a complete Tutorial or Documentation but it will give you a taste of Launchpad's functionality.

Finding your way around
Most pages in Launchpad look something like this:

If you want to see this page in Launchpad itself, you'll find it at:
•

https://launchpad.net/bzr

That tells you where you are in Launchpad, what you can do there, and what other applications might be
relevant here. Let's highlight a couple of aspects of this page in brief.
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What are you looking at?
Right now, you are looking at a page about the Bazaar project. You know this is the case because the
heading of the page has the Bazaar logo:

The graphic there can be customized for each project, and we recommend that you do so with any project
that you register in Launchpad. Every page related to that project will carry the logo for that project (or a
default one if none has been provided).
For example, here is the heading for an Ubuntu blueprint:

You can see that it is part of Ubuntu, and is a blueprint with the title "Technical Board 2006".
The heading will tell you which project, or source package, or blueprint you are looking at.

What application are you using?
Launchpad consists of several integrated applications, all of which understand free software projects,
distributions, sprints, releases and milestones. You can tell which application you are looking at from the
application tabs:
Here, for example, is a page dealing with bugs in Zope3:

You can also generally tell the application from the color of headings - we use the same colour throughout
the system when dealing with a given application. In this case, bug-related pages will have red titles.
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Are you logged in?
Some information or actions in Launchpad are only visible when you are logged in, and have the relevant
permissions. You can easily tell if you are logged into Launchpad by looking on the top-right of any page in
the system:

What actions can you take here?
The "Actions menu" on most pages will give you the actions that are appropriate for this application, for this
item.

The menu you see there is specific to the application - it changes between the bug tracker, the revision
control system, the translation engine and so on. In general, actions that affect the registration of your
project will be in the green ("Register" tab). For example, adding a new major version ("series") or a new
milestone will happen there.

What additional information is available?
Sometimes, there are lists of additional information that are relevant but not essential. These will usually be
displayed as expandable "portlets". For example:
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Click on the title of the portlet to expand it. Some of these portlets are common to many items in the
system. For example, a "Lifecycle" portlet will generally tell you when something was registered in
Launchpad, and who did that.

What help is available?
On every page you will see a small "Help" tab in the top left. Click that for additional information about the
page or the action you are undertaking.

Moving quickly to related items
When you are looking at a page you may want to move quickly to a related item. For example, if you are
looking at a page about Ubuntu 7.04 you may want to move quickly to a similar page for Ubuntu 6.06. The
location and menu bar allows you to do just this. Here's a picture of the menu in use:

Now you know enough to explore the Launchpad applications. Let's start with one of the most unique
features of Launchpad - tracking bug conversations and work across multiple communities.
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Tracking bugs across multiple projects
Launchpad's bug tracker is unique in that it allows you to track the status of the same bug as it affects
multiple different communities. This gives you a one-page overview of the work that is ongoing in all of
those communities to engineer a fix to the problem.

Bugs that affect multiple communities
Here's an example:
•

https://launchpad.net/bugs/86103

The screen-shot shows that this bug currently affects at least three communities:
•

Java upstream

•

Debian

•

Ubuntu.

In Ubuntu's case, the bug has been recorded in two places: the sun-java5 and sun-java6 packages.
Each row in this table corresponds to a "place" where the bug has been detected, and so needs to be
assessed and possibly fixed.
At the highest level, a "place" is a community, such as an upstream project or a distribution. There are also
specialised types of place, which offer a finer level of granularity: for example, a major version of an
application or a specific package within a distribution.
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Several occurrences of the same bug in one project
It's possible for a bug to appear in many places in the same project. For example, this bug affects fifteen
different packages in Ubuntu:
•

https://launchpad.net/bugs/85124

You can see that the issue has now been addressed in all packages. As a team works on a bug like that, they
will fix different packages at different times. The bug page provides a useful overview of the real work still
required before the bug can be considered to be fixed.
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Fixing bugs in previous versions of software
Sometimes, a bug is severe enough that you need to fix it in previous versions of the software, perhaps as a
security fix or an update to the stable and supported releases.
Here's an example of a bug that was deemed important enough to go back and fix in Dapper and Edgy (two
previous releases of Ubuntu):
•

https://launchpad.net/bugs/81782

Note that this bug needed to be fixed in two packages: in the current development release and two stable
releases of the distribution. This gives us a total of six rows in the table.

Bugs in external trackers
Now, look again at the table for bug #86103. You may notice that the icon in the assignee row looks
unusual - it is not a "person" or a "team". That takes us to the next step in our tour - monitoring bugs in
other bug trackers.
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Monitoring bugs in other bug trackers
Look at the "Assigned To" column for

bug #86103 again:

The top two rows don't have a "person" assigned to fix them. Instead, because they refer to instances of the
bug in external communities, they have a link to that bug as reported in the bug trackers used by those
communities. Launchpad determines the external bug's status by regularly checking that external bug
tracker.

Automatically monitor the status of external bugs
Open the bug in a new tab in your browser using this link, so you can interact with it more directly:
•

https://launchpad.net/bugs/86103

Mouse over those two links in the "assignee" column and you will see URLs for the SUN Java and Debian bug
trackers respectively:
•

https://jdk-distros.dev.java.net/issues/show_bug.cgi?id=20

•

http://bugs.debian.org/cgi-bin/bugreport.cgi?bug=402165

This is one of the unique features of Launchpad. It allows you to track the status of bugs in external trackers
that run Bugzilla, RoundUp, Sourceforge or the Debian BTS. We will add support for additional trackers,
when that becomes necessary to facilitate collaboration across the free software projects that use them.
This means that projects can leverage the benefits of Launchpad without giving up their own bug tracker, if
they prefer to use their own hosted infrastructure. In some cases, we import ALL the bugs in a project bug
tracker into Launchpad automatically, because there are other communities that want to be able to link to
them trivially. In other cases, project members can create those links when they need them.

Bug watches automatically notify Launchpad subscribers
We call such a link a "Bug Watch" and you can create them for any bug in Launchpad. When you are telling
Launchpad about a bug that affects another community, simply provide the external bug report's URL and
Launchpad will automatically create the bug watch.
Once created, Launchpad will monitor the remote bug report
automatically and notify subscribers to the Launchpad bug of any
changes to the status of the remote bug.
Incidentally, you can subscribe to any bug, and if you are the
assignee or the bug contact for this package or project then you will
also be treated as a subscriber, and hence also notified:
Now, scroll further down the page for Bug #86103. You may
notice that some of the comments on the bug look like emails.
That's because Launchpad's bug tracker allows you to interact with
it completely via email. That's the next stop on our tour: the bug
tracker email interface.
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Managing bugs through email
If you prefer, you can entirely manage bugs using email.
Using the email interface you can:
•

file a new bug

•

comment on an existing bug

•

assign a bug to someone

•

change the status of a bug

•

record that a bug affects a different community.

Email notification of new bugs in a project or package
You can ask Launchpad to email you every time someone reports a bug against a project or package that
interests you, by registering as a bug contact for that project or package.
By replying to the new bug notification email, you can assign the bug to a Launchpad user or change its
status, or just comment on the bug. For the details of how to use the email interface, please read our guide
to UsingMaloneEmail.

Subscribing to specific bugs
If you are particularly interested in a specific bug, you can subscribe to it. Launchpad will email you every
time someone comments on the bug or changes its status. If you reply to any of these emails, your
comments will be sent to all of the other bug subscribers, and presented on the web site too. This is the
best way to keep up to date with the progress of a bug.
Of course email notifications also work with remote bug watches. When you create a bug watch linking the
Launchpad bug to a report in another community's bug tracker, Launchpad will notify all subscribers when
there is a change to the remote bug's status. This is an excellent way to keep track of the big picture of
community work on a bug.

Using teams to track bugs
Sometimes, a group of people may want to receive email notifications for a set of packages, or projects.
With Launchpad, you can create a team and either subscribe that team to the bug or make the team a bug
contact.
Launchpad will email everyone in that team every time a new bug is filed against the project or package.
You can find out more about Launchpad teams in the next step on our tour, Understanding Launchpad
teams.
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Team management
Strong communities are built on teams. Launchpad has a very rich infrastructure to support the creation of
teams, which allows communities to develop in a sophisticated fashion around projects or initiatives.
Let's look at a team:
•

https://launchpad.net/~launchpad-beta-testers/

Here's a snapshot of part of the page at the time of writing:

Subscription policies
As you can see, this has two lists of people: folks whose membership has been recently approved and
people who have recently applied but have not yet been approved. This highlights a useful feature of
Launchpad team management: membership subscription policies.
Launchpad allows you to choose from three types of membership subscription policy:
•

Entirely open: anybody can join simply by adding themselves.

•

Moderated: anybody can apply to join, but the team administrators must approve their
membership. This is how the Launchpad Beta Testers team runs.

•

Restricted: the only way to join a team is to be added by one of its administrators.

These subscription policies are similar to those used for mailing lists. They allow you, as the creator or
administrator of a team, to decide how flexible you want to be, and to maintain good control of the growth
of your community, if you choose.
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Team hierarchies
Notice that Launchpad Beta Testers is not a sub-team of any other teams? Launchpad allows you to make a
team a member of another team.
For example: if Team A becomes a member of Team B, all the members of Team A effectively become
members of Team B; that is, they get all the same permissions and access to all the same goodies.
Technically they are "indirect" members of Team B, but that makes no difference, they are treated exactly
the same as people who joined Team B directly.
Let's look at another team:
•

https://launchpad.net/~motu/

Here is the relevant part of the screen:

•

MOTU ("Masters of the Universe") is a very important team in Ubuntu because it's the one that looks after
the largest collection of packages. It is also where most developers first get recognized as full contributors
to Ubuntu.
As a result, the MOTU team is a member of several other teams. Structuring things that way means that "all
new Ubuntu developers" become members of those other teams too.
There is no practical limit to the depth of team nesting that you can arrange. For example, we have some
community teams that are organised by regions of a country. That country then also has a national team,
consisting only of the regional teams. This way, everyone who is a member of a regional team is also a
member of the national team but administration of individual memberships is handled by the regions.

Using teams
Creating a team is trivial. Once you have created it, you can add both people and other teams as members.
You can then use your team just about anywhere that you might use an individual person. For example, you
can make a team the assignee of a bug, or the driver of a project, or the translator of a piece of software.
One of the nicest uses of teams, however, is to determine who gets "commit access" to a particular branch
of code. That leads us to the next stop on our tour- hosting branches of code in Launchpad.
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Bazaar branch hosting
Launchpad can host branches of your project's code, using a revision control system called Bazaar. Since
Bazaar is entirely distributed, it also allows you to register branches that are actually hosted elsewhere. As
you've seen in our first examples, the project that develops Bazaar is itself hosted on Launchpad.
Regardless of where your code is hosted, Launchpad makes it accessible through a convenient catalog.
Bazaar is a very cool revision control system, powerful, flexible and fast. It's written in Python, so it's also
easy to embed and modify. You can find out more on the Bazaar web site.

Everybody has revision control
With CVS or SVN, there is a well-defined set of people who can make changes to the code that is centrally
hosted in revision control. You can set up read-only access for other users, but they won't be able to keep
track of their changes since they are not allowed to record those changes on the central server.
Bazaar eliminates that problem. Everybody has full revision control over their own version of the repository,
even if they are not yet official committers to the project. Anybody can make their own branches, at any
time, without having to ask permission first.
For example, let's look at the work of Pete Savage:
•

https://code.launchpad.net/~petesavage

Here's the part of the page we're interested in, as it looked at the time of writing:

As you can see, Pete has been pretty busy! He's published branches of at least six projects in Launchpad:
ltsp, gisomount, student-control-panel, grasynco, reforany and tcm.

Anybody can publish branches
Not only can you create your own branches of ANY project in Launchpad, you can also publish those
branches and have them show up in the listings of work in progress for the project. Importantly, you don't
need any special permission to have your work show up in the listings for any project in Launchpad.
Major project branches - representing a stable line of development, or the trunk - do get special placement
on those listings, but all the branches, including yours, will show up in the same place.
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For example, take a look at the branches for Ubuntu's "Update Manager":
•

https://code.launchpad.net/update-manager

The relevant part of the page at the time of writing is included here:

You can see that at least four people have their own branches of Update Manager: Benjamin Montgomery,
Michael Vogt, Sebastian Heinlein, and Brian Murray. In addition, there are two branches published by the
"Ubuntu Core Development Team". We'll take a closer look at team branches shortly.

Publishing branches with Bazaar and Launchpad
You can publish a branch on any server that you can write to, using FTP, SFTP, HTTP-Webdav or just by
mounting the filesystem via NFS or another network protocol. Once it's published, you can share the branch
with the world using plain HTTP or HTTPS. For faster performance you can use SFTP or the custom BZR
protocol, which is designed to allow very fast access to branches - a very active area of development in
Bazaar right now!
Launchpad includes an SFTP server to which you can push your branches. You can push branches for
existing projects, or you can publish "any old stuff", which is unclassified.

Mirroring external Bazaar branches with Launchpad
If you have a branch published on your own server, you can still register it with Launchpad. Launchpad will
monitor it and let interested people know whenever you add new code.
Launchpad will also make a backup of your code, which is accessible to everybody even if your server goes
offline. And of course it means that your branch will show up in the project's listings.

Lowering barriers to participation
All of this is specifically designed to lower the barriers to participation in your project. A new developer who
wants to make a small contribution can do so without having to first get permission to change the
development trunk. He can branch from the trunk, work on his feature with full revision control, publish that
branch to Launchpad or any other web hosting service, and eventually ask for his work to be merged into
the trunk by a developer who does have commit rights there.
Let's take a closer look at the process of creating a branch.
16
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Creating branches
For this section of the reviewers guide, you might like to actually create and publish a branch or two. You'll
need to have Bzr installed and to have registered SSH keys with Launchpad, which you can use to
authenticate yourself.
For Ubuntu users, simply type "sudo apt-get install bzr" and you will be all set. For users of other platforms,
take a look at these instructions to install Bzr for yourself.
You should have at least version 0.15 of Bzr installed. To check:
% bzr version
Bazaar (bzr) 0.15.0candidate2
Alternatively, just read over the text to get a sense of what's possible.

Creating your branch
Now, let's create a branch of the famous "GNU Hello" application, which is used as a demonstration of
several GNU best practices and technologies.
For simplicity we will use HTTP to fetch the code for this branch. This is quite an inefficient protocol, for this
purpose, so it takes a little longer than normal to fetch the code. You can also use the optimised smart
server protocol, once you have registered your SSH keys to access the Launchpad server securely.
We use HTTP here because it can be done anonymously.
•

% bzr branch http://launchpad.net/gnuhello
Branched 191 revision(s).

Done! You now have your own branch of GNU Hello.
•

% cd gnuhello
% ls
ABOUT-NLS
ChangeLog
AUTHORS
ChangeLog.O
autogen.sh configure.ac
build-aux
contrib

COPYING
doc
gnulib
INSTALL

Makefile.am
man
NEWS
po

README
README-alpha
README.dev
src

tests
THANKS
TODO

You can see the latest commits on this branch. This is a branch of the trunk, so it has all the latest commits
that trunk had when you created the branch.
•

% bzr log | head --lines=13
-----------------------------------------------------------revno: 191
committer: karl
timestamp: Tue 2007-02-13 23:09:30 +0000
message:
.
-----------------------------------------------------------revno: 190
committer: karl
timestamp: Mon 2007-01-22 14:40:04 +0000
message:
update from texinfo
------------------------------------------------------------
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Making changes to your branch
Because this is YOUR branch, you can commit to it immediately. Try making some changes, then type "bzr
commit".
Before doing this, you can optionally configure Bazaar so that it knows who you are, and records that
information with each commit. Type "bzr whoami 'Joe Smith <email@domain.com>'" to set that up.

Publishing branches
If you have
command.

set up some SSH keys in your Launchpad account, you can publish your branch with a single

You need to know the project name in Launchpad, your own Launchpad username, and of course the name
you want to give this branch. If your branch is for personal use, and you don't want it to be listed in a
specific project, you can call it "junk". Simply use +junk instead of the project name.
Continuing our example above, we will push this GNU Hello branch to Launchpad with the command:
•

% bzr push sftp://<me>@bazaar.launchpad.net/~<me>/gnuhello/mine

Of course, you must substitute your Launchpad username for <me> in both places in the above command.
Now, if you take a look at your own branch listing page, you will see the GNU Hello branch listed:
•

https://code.launchpad.net/people/+me (In this case leave the URL exactly as it appears. "+me"
will translate to your actual account.)

As you can see, branching from an existing project, and publishing your branch, are extremely easy. Once
your branch is published it is easy for others to find. If you would like your code to be included in the
project's official line of development (and hence in the next release!) you can simply ask the project
maintainers to review and merge your branch.
It may seem strange that you need your account name TWICE in the publishing command given above. The
reason is that the first time (account@...) is to tell Launchpad who you are logging in as. The second time
(~account/) is to tell it to put the branch into *your* directory.
This is needed because you can also publish branches into directories for each of the teams of which you
are a member. And that leads us to the next stop on our tour - Team Branches!
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Team branches
The combination of Bazaar branch hosting and teams gives you a very powerful capability to collaborate on
code. Essentially, you can push a branch into a shared space, and anyone on that team can then commit to
the branch.
This means that you can use Bazaar in the same way that you would use something like SVN, i.e. centrally
hosting a branch that many people commit to.

Bazaar checkouts
It is possible for multiple people in a team each to "bzr push" their branches to the same location in the
team space. For example, ~team/gnuhello/newfeature.
Bazaar will make sure that each push doesn't overwrite the work that is already there. Instead, it must
extend that work. However, this is not usually the most optimal arrangement because each "push" can
change the history of the branch in a dramatic way.
To get a more SVN-like experience, we usually recommend that people use Bazaar checkouts of a team
branch. A checkout is essentially JUST the working code tree, without all the branch history, because the
branch history stays on the central server.
When using Bazaar in this fashion it behaves very similarly to SVN. You cannot commit locally, because the
knowledge of your branch history is on the remote server. But it does mean that you use less space locally,
because you don't need to store all of that history locally too.

Setting up a team branch
To create a team branch, simply push a branch into a team space. For example, if you are still in the
gnuhello branch you created during the earlier example, and you are a member of the test-team team,
then you could create a shared branch of GNU Hello called "newfeature" using the following command:
•

% bzr push sftp://<me>@bazaar.launchpad.net/~test-team/gnuhello/newfeature
Created new branch.

Now, it is possible for anybody else to branch from that branch. It is also possible for anyone in the testteam to push an updated version of that branch to the same location. But the preferred approach, in
general, is to encourage other team members to use a checkout of the branch:
•

% bzr checkout sftp://<me>@bazaar.launchpad.net/~testteam/gnuhello/newfeature

Now, whenever they commit, Bazaar will first make sure they are up to date. If not, they can get up to date
with bzr update and then commit.
Launchpad makes it extremely easy to administer the set of people who can commit to a branch like this,
because they are simply the members of the team.
This means that it is trivial to create a team to collaborate on a feature. Create a new Launchpad team, with
the people that you want to be able to commit to the feature's mainline branch. Push the initial branch to
that team space. Then, tell everyone to commit there!
Team branches are a very popular way for the Ubuntu teams to collaborate. For example, you can set up
teams around a single package or set of packages, and work on shared branches that contain the latest
version of the relevant code.
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The best example is the Ubuntu Core Development Team. It has branches for many projects that are shared
and to which any team member can commit:
•

https://code.launchpad.net/~ubuntu-core-dev

Here's a snippet from that page showing some of their branches:

Notice how this is being used to keep track of packages that the team maintains both in Debian and Ubuntu.
Shared branches can be used for cross-project collaboration in a very efficient way, with branches for
specific projects and shared branches for work that is common to both of them.

Combining branches and checkouts
It is of course possible to get the best of both worlds, by combining branches and checkouts.
In the above example, a member of the team might have a checkout of the mainline branch to which they
can commit, but then separately make their own branch locally which allows them to commit locally.
They would develop on their own local branch, perhaps pushing that up to the server in their own space
rather than the team space. This gives them full revision control in their own branch. When they are ready
to commit their work to the shared team mainline branch for the feature, they simply make sure their
checkout of that branch is up to date, then merge from their local branch, and commit to the central server.

Branch statuses and links
The freedom to create branches is wonderful for encouraging participation. With all those branches out
there, it's good to tell people which ones are most relevant to them. Pick good names for your branches!
Also, use the branch status - New, Experimental, Mature, Obsolete, etc - to provide a hint to potential
collaborators or testers about the maturity of your code.
One of the most useful things you can do is to link your branches to a description of the work they
implement.
For example, if your branch fixes a bug, link the branch to the bug report! And if it's a new feature, track
that feature in Launchpad (we call it a Blueprint) and link the branch to that.
That's the next stop in our review of Launchpad.
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Fixing bugs in dedicated branches
If you create a Bazaar branch to fix a specific bug, and that branch is registered in Launchpad, you can link
the bug report and the branch.
Launchpad uses an icon to indicate the link in the branch and bug listings. The icons are a quick way for
anyone to see that you have code that is intended to fix a particular bug.
For example, take the branch listing for the Beagle project. You can see grey bug icons beside the name of
some branches. Clicking on the bug icon takes you to the relevant page in the bug tracker.
•

http://code.beta.launchpad.net/beagle

Similarly, on the bug listing pages, a yellow Bazaar logo appears next to bugs that are linked to a branch.
Clicking on the Bazaar icon takes you to the relevant branch.
•

https://bugs.beta.launchpad.net/beagle/+bugs

Each link between a bug and branch has its own status and whiteboard. The status indicates the progress of
the fix, and you can use the whiteboard for more detailed information.
Any Launchpad user can have multiple branches of code for a project, and teams can have multiple
branches too. How do you know which branch to use when starting new work?
For this, we have major branches in the project, which we call "Series", and that's what we will show you
next.
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Series: major stable and development branches
When we think of the way a project organises itself, there are some special branches: they represent major
lines of development, and releases are "cut" from them. Typically these branches represent:
•

Development trunk: this is the current "tip" of development across the core project community,
representing the very cutting edge of work on that project. In general, the only releases made from
the development trunk are snapshot, milestone or test releases, to generate more widespread
testing and feedback.

•

Stable and supported branches: these represent the latest work on the stable versions of the
project, which are still supported. If updated stable releases are to be made they will come from
these branches.

•

Obsolete branches: for major release versions that are now out of date and no longer being
updated. It's likely that work is no longer done on these branches.

We call each of these "major" lines of development a "series", because they primarily represent a "series of
releases of the same major version".
Note, there are usually multiple series for a given project, especially one that has produced stable releases.
For example, a project might have a version 1.2 which is still supported, a 1.3 which is the "latest stable
version" and recommended for new users, and a trunk which represents the current line of active
development and is the source of snapshot test releases for the next stable version.
Take a look at the Zope3 project:
•

https://launchpad.net/zope3

The stable and trunk series are shown in the "Timeline" section of the page:

•

The trunk series here is identified with the words "Current development focus".

Naming series
There's some flexibility in the way projects name and organise themselves. For example, in the GNOME
project, the "development trunk" is a series with an "odd" version number, such as 2.17. When it is ready for
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release, it is branched with an "even" version number, such as 2.18. Once GNOME make the stable release,
the branch it to create 2.19, the new "trunk".
Sometimes, projects also call the trunk "MAIN", a term from the days of CVS. In the Zope3 example above,
the 3.4 series was the trunk at the time of writing.
For convention, we encourage projects to call their development focus "trunk" and leave it as the same
branch over time. When creating a new stable series, branch from trunk, create the series and link the
branch to that series. This ensures that people who create a checkout of "trunk" don't find that it goes stale
because it has been turned into a stable series, suddenly. And those who checkout or branch from a stable
series will get what they expect, too.

Series and branches
In Launchpad, each project can register multiple series. Each of those series can be associated with a
branch. By default, if you don't specify which series you are interested in, you will get the current
development trunk series (usually called trunk, but not always). For example, in the example where you
branched GNU Hello, you typed:
•

% bzr branch http://launchpad.net/gnuhello
191 revisions branched.

This command specifies only the project name, so you would have been given the development trunk. If
there was a 1.3 series with a branch associated with it, you could have typed
bzr branch http://launchpad.net/gnuhello/1.3 and received the tip of that stable branch.
Note that this is different to the previous approach of branching from a specific person's version of a project.
Here you are branching from one of the "major project branches", or series.
Not every series has a branch associated with it. Often, series are registered to handle a set of translations
for a particular major version of the software, or so that bugs can be targeted there for release
management. But we do encourage you to make sure, when you branch from trunk to make a new major
stable release, that you set up a series for it and link the branch to it.
What if the project isn't yet using Bazaar officially, and code is being managed in CVS or Subversion?
Launchpad can import the CVS or SVN trunk of the project and publish it for you as a Bazaar branch - and
then keep it up to date so you can work entirely in Bazaar, merging from trunk whenever you want.
That's the next step in this tour.
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Interoperability with CVS and SVN
Most free software projects still use CVS or Subversion (SVN) as their primary revision control system. They
are well-understood and fast - for the core developers -systems. While they do have the disadvantage that
branching and merging are not well supported, they're still effective and hence widely used.
The biggest downside to this approach, however, is that it treats newcomers and drive-by participants as
second-class citizens. They don't get any form of revision control that can interoperate with that core team.
Instead, they have to email patches, which can rot over time.
Launchpad and Bazaar can help you address this problem, while keeping the project trunk in the wellunderstood CVS or SVN.
To do this, you need to set up a branch import.

Branch imports
These should more correctly be called "trunk imports" since Launchpad only supports an import of the
primary development trunk of a project from CVS or SVN. A good example is the Drupal project, where there
is an import of their trunk, recorded as the "main" Series of Drupal in Launchpad:
•

https://launchpad.net/drupal/main

Here's a screenshot of the import details:

As you can see, the import is published as a Bazaar branch by the "vcs-imports" user. At the time of writing,
the Drupal import was very active, with commits happening on the CVS trunk and being converted to
Bazaar daily.
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Here's the branch location, if you want to take a look at it now (or branch it, for that matter!):
•

https://code.launchpad.net/~vcs-imports/drupal/main

And a snapshot of the latest commits at the time of writing:

Import precision
Unfortunately, the initial import process is not an exact science. CVS and Subversion don't record enough
information for a deterministic import into Bazaar, which is more rigorous about things like renames and
changesets.
In most cases, where the CVS and SVN repositories have not been manually edited or altered, we can infer
what we need and the import goes through smoothly. Sometimes, however, people have tried to work
around limitations in CVS or SVN by altering the repositories behind-the-scenes. This is especially true of
CVS, which does not support renames, so people have tended to do them manually.
So, a good import is part voodoo, part science, part luck. An import will not lose data - we can verify that the
result of a checkout of the Bazaar branch is identical to a checkout of the CVS branch. But getting it to that
point may well require inspection and custom work. For this reason, we don't have an automated process for
the import. Instead, you request one, and we put it in a queue. Sometimes it takes just an hour or two,
sometimes it can take days to get a good import together. In a very few cases, the old repositories are so
wedged that we can't get all the history exactly right. Its best just to get started, and see how it goes. We
are constantly improving the voodoo.
When you request an import, you use the "Answer Tracker", which is the next stop on our tour of Launchpad.
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Building a support network in the community
In free software projects, the best "support" is often available directly from your own community. However,
that support happens on informal channels - such as IRC, mailing lists and web forums. It can be difficult to
capture those discussions, to turn them into a more structured knowledge-base.
Launchpad's Answer Tracker provides a framework for just that. It's also useful as a way of tracking system
administration requests - for example, to create new accounts in the project if you have shared systems for
developers.

Tracking questions
Questions show up in lists for each project in the system. For example, here are the latest questions for
Ubuntu:
•

https://answers.launchpad.net/ubuntu

And here's a snapshot of those at the time of writing:

Note that some of the questions are general "Ubuntu" questions, and others are focused on the use of a
specific package.

Answer contacts
There's no joy in posting questions into a vacuum. Launchpad lets
members of your community become "answer contacts", who are
notified each time a new question is asked. Here are some of the
answer contacts for Ubuntu:
In the case of Ubuntu, you can become an answer contact for any
package, or for the distribution as a whole. This lets people focus on
the areas they know best, or choose to be generalists who try to help
whatever issue a user has.
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Follow-up through email
When answer contacts receive email notifying them of new questions, they can reply to the question
directly from their email client. The conversation between the person asking the question, and those helping
them, can happen entirely by email, with no need to move to the web interface. In fact, any interested user
can subscribe to any question and participate in the discussion by email.

Local language support
Free software is a global phenomenon. By and large, developers of free software speak English, so much of
the correspondence about bugs and features happens in that language.
When it comes to end-user support, however, local languages are key. Launchpad allows you to specify the
languages that you speak. It then tries to connect people asking questions in a given language with people
offering to answer those questions in the same language.
By default, you will also only see questions in the languages that you have set in your Launchpad user
profile.

The Answer Tracker is one of the pieces of Launchpad that we intend to make entirely accessible in your
local language, because it's designed to bring together communities in every corner of the globe to harness
their shared knowledge and to help new users become comfortable with free software.

The best answer
Some questions take a few rounds of Q&A before the problem is diagnosed and the correct answer is given.
For this reason, the user can specify which answer was the one that solved his problem. Launchpad then
displays that answer more prominently so as to help the next user who has the same problem.
Here's an example of part of a page with the best answer highlighted:

•
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An incremental knowledge base
When a user asks a question, they will see a list of similar questions that have previously been answered:

•

Each answered question builds the knowledge base for your project.

Escalation to developers
Sometimes, a user's problem is actually a bug in the software. It is easy for one of the answer contacts to
create a bug report from the question, preserving the link back to the question and ensuring that the person
who found the problem stays involved in the discussion.
Of course, at this point language can become a barrier, but in many cases the person who was trying to
help answer the problem can act as a translator, facilitating communication between the developers and
the person who discovered the issue, until the developers themselves can reproduce it.
In summary - Launchpad makes it straightforward to build a community team that is dedicated to helping
solve end-user problems, and acting as a "first line of defence" in detecting problems that might be
indicative of real bugs. Importantly, it specifically handles people asking questions in their language of
choice.
And that leads us nicely to the next stop in our tour - Launchpad's software translation service, which we
call "Rosetta".
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Translating your software
Launchpad has unique infrastructure to support the translation of free software into many languages. It
enables translation communities to form and organise themselves, leveraging the Team Management
capabilities described earlier, and allows you to keep track of the translations of multiple versions of your
software into multiple languages.
This translation infrastructure is all web-based, so new translators can join very easily, without any special
tools or needing to commit to the project's codebase. However, Rosetta imports and exports standard
translation files, enabling more advanced translators to use their preferred tools and avoid the web interface
entirely.
Ubuntu uses Launchpad to manage the translation of several hundred packages into many different
languages, for each successive release. In particular, once a release has been made, Ubuntu translators can
continue to improve translations, which are delivered to users in the form of updated language packs every
few weeks.

Keeping track of progress
When software is ready to be translated, it results in one or more "translation templates". You can see the
extent to which a particular template has been translated very easily. For example, here is the status of the
Gnome Terminal translation in Ubuntu's 6.06 LTS release:
•

https://translations.launchpad.net/ubuntu/dapper/+source/gnome-terminal/+pots/gnometerminal

And part of that page, at the time of writing looked like this:

You can immediately tell which languages are well-translated (green) and which are not. The purple bars
represent new translations, added to this system since the package itself was built. It's also possible to see
when someone last added to the translation of this template in any particular language, and who that
person was.
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Contributing translations
It's very easy for people to contribute new translations. Each translation is presented as a web form, with
the English and current translation as well as suggestions based on other known translations prominently
displayed. Here's an example of the form to translate a single message in an application (Gnome Terminal
again):

Notice that the translator has included the relevant HTML display markup. The translation is substituted in
the interface for the English string in its entirety. Some more sophisticated translations can contain multiple
lines of text, and placeholders for values that come from the application itself. And of course, translations
sometimes need to deal with plurals - the difference between "there are 9 cars on the lot" and "there is 1
car on the lot".
It takes time and skill to become a very good translator. For this reason, it is possible to have a core group of
trusted translators who can modify any translation. Everyone else is limited to making suggestions, until
they are trusted enough to be part of the core team.

Separating translations for different versions
Often, you may want translators to be able to work on a stable version of the project code, and at the same
time get a head start on the development version. Launchpad supports this explicitly. Each Series (we
described those earlier - major versions of a project, such as 1.1.x, 1.2.x and trunk) can have its own set of
translation files. When a translation is added to a Series, it is immediately suggested to the other if the
original English string is unchanged.
This mean that some translators can focus on expanding the translation coverage of your stable release,
while others work on the cutting edge.
For example, here you can see the work being done to translate WengoPhone. By default, the "trunk" is
shown because the WengoPhone developers have identified that as the most important series to be
translated, at the time of writing. But it is also possible to translate WengoPhone 2.1:
•

https://translations.launchpad.net/wengophone/

And here's a snapshot of the relevant part of the page, at the time of writing:
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Translation teams
Perhaps most importantly, Launchpad makes it easy to organise your translation community. Here is a list of
the translators and translation teams that work on Ubuntu. Of course, other people can contribute
translations, but these are the formal teams who have the most direct access.
•

https://launchpad.net/translations/groups/ubuntu-translators

At the time of translation, the list started with these teams:

Note that each "translator" in this case is a team. They can also be individuals, but in our experience it is
useful to create teams as soon as you have more than one person who is judged competent to help with a
particular language.
One lesson that we learned the hard way is that it is better to set high standards for team membership than
to invite too many people into the team before they have proven their experience and competence. Not
only is it a question of speaking the language fluently, but it's also important to know the conventions of
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that application, and the details of such things as plural forms and data substitutions. To deal with these
issues, we have implemented review systems that allow you to invite people to contribute translations,
which are then held for review by the official translation team. This way you can mentor translators to
improve, and ultimately accept them into the editorial community with permission to change any
translation.

Levels of permission
You can determine the restrictiveness of your translation policy. There are three options:
•

Completely open: anybody can fix any translation in any language.

•

Partly restricted: for languages where a specific translator has been appointed, only they can
made translations. For other languages, anyone can make a translation.

•

Restricted: appointed translators can work on their specific language. For languages where a
translator hasn't been appointed, anyone can suggest translations and they will be queued for
review until a translator is appointed for that language.

In summary, Launchpad can be a useful tool to organise the people in your community who are willing to
help make your software accessible to people in their own native language. You do still need to mentor
people to ensure the quality of the translations, but Launchpad greatly reduces the barriers to participation
and gives you a framework to build a strong translation effort.
The next step on our tour looks at Launchpad's feature planning and release management capabilities.
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Blueprints: lightweight specifications
Planning isn't quite the least-favorite thing for most free software developers - but it's more or less in the
same region as dealing with spam.
The free software process is highly agile, with release management policies that span the full range from
"time based" (set the date and forget the features) to "when it's done" (set the features and forget the
date). Launchpad doesn't aim to change the psychology of projects by imposing any planning, but it does
projects to communicate internally, and with other projects.
Launchpad tracks placeholders for each chunk of work, idea for implementation or section of documentation
that needs to be written. We call those placeholders Blueprints. A Blueprint can be as little as a single
sentence, or a fully-fledged specification with data model and user interface mock-ups. The level of detail
required is entirely a matter for the project to decide.
Each Blueprint belongs to a particular project. That means you can see lists of all the ideas, proposals or
suggestions that are "out there" for a given project. For example, Ubuntu has more than 1,000 such
blueprints, in various states of completion or discussion:
•

https://blueprints.launchpad.net/ubuntu

At the time of writing, the most "important" of these blueprints were:

Blueprint status and priority
Each Blueprint has a priority, a "definition" status, and a "delivery" status.
The priority is set by project leaders. Anybody can contribute Blueprints for any project - there is no way to
prevent someone from posting their ideas. However, the project leaders can set the priority - which means
the extent to which they endorse the idea, or think it is important to implement soon.
The "definition" status tells you whether or not the project has reached consensus on how the idea should
be implemented. In some projects there will be a person, or team of people, who will approve the plan. In
others, plans are considered unnecessary or harmful, so this value is less important. In Ubuntu, we try to
have a senior contributor review and approve any significant piece of work that is planned for any given
release. Of course, lots happens without these plans, but it does give us some certainty that the various
plans gel well, and that people have thought about the most important issues before they commit to getting
something done in a particular release.
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Finally, the "delivery" status is all about implementation and execution. It tells you whether the work has
been done, or whether it is on track to be done.

Storing the detail of a Blueprint
Launchpad itself only contains a summary of the Blueprint - usually just the introductory paragraph - and
then a URL to the location of the real document. In some cases, the single paragraph (or sentence) is
enough, but it's more typical to keep the full document in a wiki, where members of the community can
easily collaborate.
Just having a list of proposals and ideas in one place is useful, even if, as in the case of Ubuntu, there are
clearly many more ideas than developers! It's convenient to be able to point new members of the
community at a single place where those ideas are cataloged and to allow people to gravitate towards the
pieces they are most interested in. People can subscribe to Blueprints and get notifications when their
status changes and even when the wiki document they are in is updated.
Newcomers can easily see which ideas are important to the project leaders, and which are not, so they can
choose to focus their contributions on those pieces most likely to be accepted into the project.

Linking Blueprints
Launchpad allows you to link a blueprint and a bug, or a blueprint and a branch. This allows people to see
how pieces of work relate to one another.
It's very useful, for example, to be able to see the code that implements a blueprint evolving over time. It's
also possible to link blueprints to one another, indicating rough dependencies. This lets you map out the
order in which pieces should be implemented.

Release management
The most useful aspect of Launchpad's blueprint tracker, however, is the ability to group the blueprints that
describe chunks of work that the project thinks are important to track for the next major series.
Here is the list for the Feisty (7.04) release of Ubuntu:
•

https://blueprints.launchpad.net/ubuntu/feisty

As you can see, this is a much shorter list of around 100 blueprints, instead of 1100. These are blueprints
that have been reviewed by the team. At he beginning of the Feisty development cycle, the team planned to
implement those features.
In general, about 80% of the planned feature goals have landed in each Ubuntu release. We choose to ship
on time, rather than necessarily waiting till every feature lands. However, different projects can adopt
different release management goals.
The important thing, of course, is that everyone can see where we stand on any particular item.

Helping improve communication
The blueprint capability in Launchpad is not designed for hard-core project management. It doesn't offer
Gantt charts or waterfall diagrams or block out developers hour by hour. But it certainly can improve the
communication within a project, and between projects, about the status of work that has been discussed.
Organising blueprints by release helps to communicate a clear picture of where any give release stands what's in, what might get in, and what's not going to make it.
The release management that we've described here is at the level of major releases - what we call a series.
Sometimes you may want to group just the blueprints that are relevant for an interim release. For that, we'll
use milestones. And learning about those is the final stop on our tour.
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Milestones
We've discussed projects and series, which are the major ways in which we keep track of the progress of a
free software project in Launchpad.
In general, most of Launchpad's tools allow you to group information at the level of the series. For example,
different series in the same project can have different translations, and you can plan to fix bugs in a given
series or implement blueprints in a series.
Launchpad allows you to have strict control over the bugs and blueprints that are planned for fixing or
implementing in a given series. If you want to, you can require that a project driver approve each bug or
blueprint that is linked to a particular series. In this way you can ensure that you are only making
commitments that the project can keep. This is quite a heavyweight management approach, but it's useful
for large projects like Ubuntu. Smaller projects often just turn that control off.
By contrast, milestones are a very lightweight way to organise a group of bugs or blueprints
A milestone is a point in time, or a test release, for which you need to keep track of a few bugs or blueprints.
In Launchpad, you can easily create a milestone, and then link bugs or blueprints to that milestone as a way
of saying "we think these items are worth keeping track of as we get closer to that date".
Here's an example, the 0.15 milestone of Bazaar:
•

https://launchpad.net/bzr/+milestone/0.15

Milestones are useful as a quick way to focus attention on a subset of bugs or blueprints which are
important over the next week or month, before a specific point in time, or before a test release is made.
They are not as rigorous in terms of control: anybody can throw a bug onto the list, or a blueprint. However,
they are very useful for smaller projects, or projects that don't have the resources to plan major releases.
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Thank you!
Thank you for taking the time to review all of these highlights in Launchpad! There is a lot more, beneath
the hood, and it does take time to come to grips with an infrastructure this large.
Launchpad is constantly evolving, so please join us on #launchpad on irc.freenode.net or on the
launchpad-users mailing list. We are always working to improve Launchpad for Ubuntu, and hope that it will
be useful to other projects as well.
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